Introduction
Harold Pinter (1930 Pinter ( -2008 The integration of all these theoretically devised maneuvers allows using them in both analysis and evaluation of translation. In the analysis to follow we shall try to show in what way this theoretical concept is applicable in translation analysis of speech stereotypes in Pinter's play " The caretaker".
On speech stereotypes
Speech stereotypes make an open functional field used for quick and economical conducting the communication process the presentation. These readymade communicative formulas provide the speaker with quick interactive tools. They work as discourse markers on one hand and as cumulative mini-discourse items modeling the communicative situation proper. They can be etiquette formulas of greetings, farewells, prescriptions, taking turns in the conversation etc. We can say that social categorization of clichés concerns stereotyping if social context is involved in description. Such a phrase as How are we today? may very be a greeting cliché in doctor -and patient -dialogue. There may be examples where OK is not a marker of an agreement, but a part of closing sequence of the conversation: Okay. Bye-bye. In fact speech stereotypes provide thecontent of social categories. It is through stereotyping that we can identify individuals in terms of sex, ethnicity, social rank etc. as well as emotions, interests and abilities and so on. Here we would like to stress that the notion of speech stereotype understood as an umbrella term for all sorts of fixed expressions (or idioms) the functional meaning of which is condensed codification of pragmatic meaning of the utterance. Whenever the interpretation concerns behavioral and cultural aspects of communication these utterances can be interpreted as stereotypes. Then we focus on social patterns of communication.
Speech stereotypes belong to symbolic sphere of expression reflecting human behavioral habits. On one hand they are very compact code-types connected with the semiotics of interaction. On the other hand 'decodification' ( or reconstruction) process implies long description of register, situational format, cultural specification and psychological implications. There are such issues in stereotyping which are mostly connected with the perception of social groups. They influence 
